The Metrification of ‘Quality’ and the
Fall of the Academic Profession
CHRIS LORENZ
In 2012 the British sociologist Roger Burrows published
an article titled ‘Living with the H-Index. Metric
assemblages in the academy’. In the opening lines he
explains the long term effects of the economization of
the university on the workfloor as follows:
...“Something has changed in the [British] academy. Many
academics are exhausted, stressed, overloaded, suffering from
insomnia, feeling anxious, hurt, guilt, and ‘out-of-placeness’.
One can observe it all around: a deep, affective, somatic crisis
threatens to overwhelm us […] We know this; yet somehow we
feel unable to reassert ourselves […]. In our brave new world, it
seems that a single final criterion of value is recognized: a quantitative, economic criterion. All else is no more than a means.
And there is a single method for ensuring that this criterion is
satisfied: quantified control”.1 ...

In this article2 I will take Burrows diagnosis as point
of departure and I will argue that the neo-liberal reforms
of the universities since the 1980’s have installed a type
of governance – usually known as ‘New Public Management’ – that is undermining the very idea of professionalism.3 NPM does so basically by replacing professional
ideas and practices concerning the judgment of quality – and thus of professional selection – by the ‘metrification of output’ in both the domain of teaching and
of research. As the very idea of the modern university is
based on the idea of professional specialization, NPM
is simply making the discussion about ‘the idea of the
university’ irrelevant while we speak.4 NPM does so because metrification implies the replacement of professional autonomy by permanent quantified assessments,
by the gradual replacement of tenured faculty positions by casualized academic labour and – in the Dutch
case – also by ‘performance agreements’ between the
government and the universities. I use the example of the
Dutch universities in order to analyze ‘Impact Factor’
measurement and “performance agreements”.
***
The basic argument behind my thesis is that professions need professional autonomy in order to function
properly and that quantified control makes this impossible. In order to explain this I want to elaborate on the
sociological characteristics of professions and on the differences between professions on the one side, and workers and employees on the other.
The crucial sociological distinction is that professions
determine their own standards – their own criteria of
evaluation – in order to ensure the quality that their professional performances specifically require. Therefore all
professions determine their own professional hierarchy;
locally, nationally and globally. This hierarchy is ultimately based upon the reputation of the individual professionals. His or her reputation is in turn based on the
assessment by the professional community; in this case,
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the contribution of the individual scholar to the profession’s body of knowledge. Moreover, professions determine their own procedures of inclusion and of exclusion.
Because of this self-determination, professions are basically self-governing institutions when it comes to quality
standards. In order for the professions to function, academics need this autonomy, and universities – in order
to take quality control seriously and to function professionally – need representative shared-governance by the
teaching and researching members of the faculty.5
In the Netherlands, however, the principle of sharedgovernance was replaced in 1997 by a strictly bureaucratic top/down model including a strict hierarchical
ordering of all faculty positions and tasks, like in an idealised Weberian bureaucracy. Typically all faculty activities since the introduction of the ‘Universitaire Functie
Ordening’ (UFO) in 2003 are subdivided in a limited
number of ‘competences” – since 2011: 40! – which are
strictly connected to ‘functional profiles’ (“functieprofielen”) and thus to the hierarchical positions. Typically
too all important activities require the authorisation and
the signature by ‘the superior’ (‘de leidinggevende’).6
This model received the Orwellian name ‘steering at
a distance’ and was – also faithful to the inverted logic
of Orwell’s ‘1984’ – advertised as the solution to ‘the
problem of bureaucracy’.7 Since then, the academicprofessional concept of quality has been replaced by
the NPM-notion of ‘educational efficiency’ in teaching
and ‘impact factor’ in research.8 And since ‘educational
efficiency’ and ‘impact factor’ are fixed in quantitative
terms and are controlled by NPM-management based
on its political priorities – namely, budget cuts on public
spending – the academics can no longer work according
to their own professional standards.9 Both the self-governance of professionals concerning quality standards
and the professional time regime (that is the time needed
to meet the professional criteria) have been replaced by a
rigid regime of quantified control.10 As to the individual
and collective ‘performance’ in research the ‘impact-factor’ of publications has over the last 30 years turned into
the ‘golden standard’ of ‘quality measurement’.
The steep rise to the ‘top’ of ‘impact factor’ measurement has recently been analyzed by the Austrian sociologist Christian Fleck and both its short history and its
utter lack of any disciplinary rationality are nothing less
than bewildering.11 This holds for the fields that are recognized as ‘disciplines’, the journals that are excluded
and the new ones that are included in the citation indexes, the time span that citations are tracked, and last
but not least: the way in which the nationality of the authors of publications is established by the firms that produce the citation indexes.
Fleck did a case study of the field of sociology with remarkable results:
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“A case-by-case check brought strange results: In practically all
cases the ostensible ‘country of publication’ was indeed the location of the publishing house. For instance the Journal of Sociology is indicated as being located in England only because
its publisher Sage is, whereas the editors are located down
under and the journal is nothing less than the official journal
of The Australian Sociological Association (tasa). Scrutinizing
all journals’ websites revealed that it is impossible to assign a
nation state to each of them. Whenever the group of editors assembled scholars from more than one country, I moved them to
the “international” group, in sum. The alleged ‘nationality’ of
the journals changed dramatically in some cases, in particular
the United Kingdom and the Netherlands lost many, whereas
the number of journals located in the United States went down
only slightly”.12

Flecks ‘discovery’ that the nationality of the academic
journals is identified with the nationality of the publisher may explain, among other things, what is known
as ‘the Dutch paradox’. This paradox refers to the supposed ‘fact’ that the ‘output’ alias the ‘productivity’ of
Dutch researchers is significantly higher than of most researchers outside the Netherlands.13 This ‘fact’ is quite
surprising because Dutch spending on the universities
and research is below the European average. Moreover, it is increasingly sinking in relative terms due to
the sustained Dutch saving policy on education and research.14 Therefore successive Dutch governments have
congratulated themselves on basis of the ‘Impact Factor’
(IF) statistics that suggest that the Dutch have discovered the formula of “sitting on the first row for a penny”
(“voor een dubbeltje op de eerste rang zitten”). What is
regarded as common sense for most other professional
activities – from playing football or tennis to performing
music or collecting art – the insight that there is a strong
and positive correlation between the size of an investment and its ‘output’ – is explicitly denied for academic
activities.15 Therefore the Dutch governments, irrespective of their political colours, have stubbornly continued
to save money on the universities since the 1980’s.
Fleck’s ‘discovery’, however, suggests that the comparatively good ‘productivity’ of Dutch research may
be attributed to other factors. The first factor is that the
Netherlands – being a ‘tax haven’ for multinationals – is
the registered ‘home base’ of some big publishing houses
that produce above average numbers of academic journals – like Elsevier Reed and Wolters Kluwer. This fact
helps to explain why ‘Dutch’ journals are doing so well
in international comparisons.
The second factor is the fact that publications are
registered as ‘Dutch’ when at least one of its authors is
based at a Dutch university (and not necessarily being a
Dutch citizen). This factor accounts for some 50% of the
‘Dutch’ publications, because half of the ‘Dutch’ publications have at least one author who is based at a nonDutch university.16
The third factor is also due to the method of measurement. The relative high ‘productivity’ can partially
be explained by the relative low number of Dutch researchers, as the authors of the NOWT-report mention
in a footnote.17 The fourth factor is again related to the
method of measurement: the authors state that the (high)
level of aggregation of their data may have a “significant
influence” on the collection of publications and thus on
the citation and impact scores.18
The fifth factor explaining ‘Dutch’ ‘productivity’ is
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also mentioned in the footnotes of the very same report
that ‘registers’ the Dutch ‘success’: possible ‘biases’ due
to methods of measurement, like the English language
bias of the ‘Web of Science’ and the limited validity of the
measurements due to changes in the categorisations of
journals, making comparisons over time adventurous to
say the least.
A final factor concerns the assumption that the introduction of the measurement indicators of ‘Web of
Science’ is not causing disturbing ‘external’ effects itself – and if they do, that they do this everywhere in the
same manner. 19 The retrospective nature of rankings is
thus carefully ignored, including the established fact that
the retroactivity varies with the ‘local’ effects of rankings.20
So, all in all, on closer analysis one wonders on what
grounds other then political anybody would take the
‘measurement’ of ‘productivity’ based on ‘impact factors’ seriously at all. Fleck’s conclusion seems inescapable:
“The quite recently established regime of IFs [Impact Factors]
is driven by the business concerns of two international corporations, Thomson Reuters and Elsevier, and accepted as the gold
standard in today’s academic market by the newly emerging
elite of university administrators and policymakers, using it
whenever it fits their impression management strategies”.21

A recent case study on impact factor measurement
by the Dutch philosopher of science Hans Radder corroborates Fleck’s findings. Radder analysed four issues
of well known journals in philosophy and the social sciences and checked how the factual citations compared
to the presuppositions of ‘impact factor measurement’.22
First he came to the conclusion that there are no factual
grounds to prefer journal articles to book chapters because more than half of the factual citations in his sample
refer to book chapters. His second conclusion is that the
‘Journal Impact Factor’ (JIF) is based on a far shorter
time frame – two years – than the actual citations suggest and therefore is arbitrary and meaningless. Moreover, circa 25% of the citations to journal articles refer
to journals that are not included in ‘Web of Science’ so
their ‘impact’ is missing in the ‘JIF’.
All in all we can conclude that the installing of the
new regime of ‘impact factors’ was and still is the ‘Great
Leap Forward’ in the de-professionalization of the faculty. Paradoxically, simultaneous with their factual
de-professionalization, academic professionals are
systematically being represented in NPM-discourse as
entrepreneurial subjects responsible for their own ‘business’, that is, for the (financial) ‘output’ they ‘produce’
for ‘the university’ through cost ‘efficient’ teaching and
‘excellent’ research. Due to the continuing casualization
of academic work research in the meantime has been
transformed into a (financial) privilege of the happy few
who are successful in obtaining researchgrants.23.
As Rosalind Gill has shown, the precarious working
conditions of the casualized academics – and most of the
newcomers in NPM-universities are casualized – in the
meantime have become very similar to the casualized
labour force in the cultural sector.24 Of course this observation does not ignore the fact that the – fast shrinking – tenured part of the faculty, especially the full
professors, are working under different and far better
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conditions than their casualized ‘colleagues’. The point
is that casualization has become the NPM-rule while
tenure-track and tenure have become the exception for
newcomers in the university system. 25
The crucial fact here is that these control systems – increasingly advertised as ‘audits’ – are not set and run by
professionals themselves but by politicians and university managers according to their political agenda.26 The
reality that many managers and politicians are former
professionals is not relevant. What is relevant is that they
no longer behave like professionals because they do not
stick to the quality standards of their profession. Professionals know and acknowledge that ‘the Gods may be
uncooperative’. To the contrary, managers and politicians presuppose that the Gods can be forced to cooperate and to obey their policy plans and statistics. If the
facts contradict the statistics, it is so much the worse for
the facts.
As soon as the academic professionals are transformed into ‘producers’ of fixed ‘outputs’ – and students
into their ‘consumers’ – the perversion of professionalism is guaranteed because professional standards of
quality go down the drain. ‘Perverse stimuli’ in order to
meet policy goals – by adapting the ‘output’ to policy statistics irrespective of quality standards – then move to the
center of the university system – with ‘institutional dysfunction’ and cynicism on the workfloor as predictable
results.27 ‘Campbell’s Law’ in social psychology would
predict that much: “The more any quantitative social indicator is used for social decision making, the more subject it will be to corruption pressures and the more apt
it will be to distort and corrupt the social process it was
intended to monitor”.28
Let me illustrate my last statement about ‘fixed outputs’ and forcing the Gods to cooperate with policy
plans and statistics with the example of the University
of Utrecht – which is the Dutch university that usually
ranks highest.29 Just like all the other Dutch universities
the University of Utrecht in 2012 has signed so-called
‘Performance Agreements’ with the Dutch government
concerning the ‘improvement’ of the ‘quality’ of education and research’.30 For simplicity’s sake I will restrict
myself to the area of ‘educational efficiency’.
In order to increase the NPM-‘quality’ of education,
the management of University Utrecht has promised
to reduce the drop-out rate of students systematically.
Utrecht promised the government to reduce the dropout rate after the 1st year from 20% in 2006 and 18% in
2010 to 15% in 2016. Politicians and managers regard
the reduction of the dropout rate as a crucial indicator of
the improvement of ‘quality’ that is identical to the ‘success’ of their own policies and those professionals that
don’t produce the right ‘improvements’ – at least in their
statistics – are facing serious problems. In this context
the fact that the ‘modern’ universities are silently abolishing tenure and tenure track jobs, leaving most newcomers completely dependent on HRM-‘evaluations’ for
new, temporary, contracts, is all the more significant.31
Utrecht has also promised the Dutch government to
deliver more ‘excellent’ students. Utrecht will raise the
percentage of ‘excellent’ students participating in ‘honours courses’ from 5% in 2006 and 9% in 2010 to 12%
in 2016. Again we see the promise of guaranteed ‘progress’. It is ‘excellence on delivery’ – by silently speeding
up the diploma mill.
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Utrecht University is by no means the only institution promising the Dutch government exactly what it
asks for; that is, more ‘quality’ in education and research
for less money. All do. For instance, the ‘Fontys Hogescholen’ – a conglomerate of professional schools – have
promised to ‘deliver’ 95% of its students with a degree
within 5 years! In comparison to Fontys the promise of
Utrecht University even appears fairly modest: it will
only raise its present percentage of 74% ‘successful students’ within 4 years to 77% in 2016 – in 2006 the percentage was 69% – so there is still plenty of room for
further ‘improvement’ in the future.
So much for my educational examples of quantified
systems of control, systems of which the ‘Performance
Agreements’ only represent a top level, together with the
university rankings. Below this top level there is a whole
network of other quantified control systems, working
from the level of the individual faculty member over
the institutional and national levels to the international
level. I am referring to the citation index, workload
models, transparent costing data, research assessments,
teaching quality assessments and university league tables. Ideally, all these systems are somehow coordinated
by so-called ‘Human Resource Management’ which is
an integral part of New Public Management.32 In fact,
they all put increasing pressure on all faculty members,
especially on the fast growing majority without tenure
or tenure track, while stimulating a bewildering variety
of perverse and counterproductive effects, ranging from
strategic citing over (self-)plagiarism to outright fraud.33
***
Characteristic of all these external systems of control is that they basically replace the idea of professional
quality by measurable quantity. They exchange professionalism for metrification. This metrification is predominantly based on so-called output indicators: output
of research, output of teaching, etc. New Public Management claims that metrification confers ‘transparency’
and ‘objectivity’ to ‘quality control’ in closed and selfserving professions. Therefore (supposedly democratic)
‘transparency’, (supposedly democratic) ‘accountability’, and (economic) ‘efficiency’ are the buzzwords in
NPM – discourse.34 All the ‘free market’ rhetoric notwithstanding, Richard Münch and Len Ole Schäfer
have argued that ‘output-financing’ of the universities
simultaneously generates oligopoly-formation and “a
kind of academic cannibalism” in which the financially
successful departments, universities, etc. are driving the
financially less successful ones out of competition. This
tendency is undermining the diversity and capacity for
innovation of the university system as such.35
In the last instance NPM has moved the power of the
professions to determine their own criteria of evaluation
to a very small number of mainly Anglo-Saxon corporations that produce the data for university rankings.
For the humanities this is very bad news because the
humanities hardly matter for these corporations. The
typical ‘output’ of the humanities – the monograph, especially – does not show up in their ‘output indicators’.
I am now referring to corporations like Thomson/Reuters, that produces the Web of Knowledge; Google,
that produces Google Scholar; Elsevier Reed that produces Scopus; the Times Higher Education, that proHilary Week, Trinity Term, 2015
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duces the THE ranking, etc. This also holds for the
Dutch NOWT-report that is based on the data of ‘Web
of Science’. In the report’s overview of ‘impact factors’
the humanities are all of a sudden excluded on the basis
of the argument that… citation scores in this domain are
poor indicators of ‘quality’.36
Because all university rankings are based on a mix
of ‘output indicators’, the rankings produce widely diverging results for most universities.37 For example,
two years ago the global ranking of the Dutch university of Utrecht varied somewhere between place no. 50
and place no. 100 in the various rankings. Nevertheless,
climbing in these rankings has become the primary policy goal of university management because climbing in
ranking is perceived as the only ‘proof’ of the ‘success’ of
management policies and of thus of the ‘improvement’
of the university’s NPM-‘quality’. The fundamental fact
that universities almost invariably occupy quite different positions in different rankings – with the remarkable consequence that the ‘climbing’ and the ‘falling’
of a university may occur simultaneously – is simply ignored. This variety in ranking results may even be seen as
a managerial advantage because it always allows management to pick its favourite ranking for its ‘public relations’, as Fleck also observes.
However this may be, the best thing university management can do is to establish its own ranking, as Leiden
University understood some years ago. In that case you
can fix your own mix of output indicators and you can
basically fix your own ranking.38 We could call this ‘rank
fixing’, a term inspired by the recent discovery of ‘match
fixing’ in sports. This has been studied by sociologists39,
and is an instance of what “Campbell’s Law” states in
social psychology.
Given its fundamental policy relevance in NPM
ranking is far from an ‘innocent’ practice. Increasingly
university management is channeling research funding exclusively into those branches of ‘their firm’ that
make ‘top’ contributions to the university’s position in
the rankings and are withholding funding from those
branches that do not. This practice has already led to the
shutting down of quite a few departments in the humanities and social sciences over the last 20 years – and most
certainly there is more ‘concentration’ to come because
neoliberal governments are simultaneously deciding
which branches of the university are important for ‘the
economy’ and therefore are worthy of public funding in
the future. In the UK and in the US the so-called ‘STEM’
sciences have been labelled as such – Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics. In the Dutch case
the representatives of nine economic ‘topsectors’ have
been installed by the government to determine which researchers shall live or die in the future. The ‘topsectors’
are: 1. Horticulture and Basic Materials; 2.Agri & Food;
3.Water; 4.Life Sciences & Health; 5. Chemical Industry; 6. High Tech; 7. Energy; 8. Logistics, and 9. Creative
Industry.40 For those academics who nevertheless may
miss the ‘message’ the Dutch policy paper stated explicitly: “No business as usual, the task [of the government]
is to use science more effectively as fuel in the pipeline
‘Knowledge-knowhow-cash register’”.41
As a consequence of this economic policy the Dutch
universities are now demanding the ‘valorisation’ (‘valorisering’) of research from the faculty – meaning that
you can show how your research will fuel the pipeline
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‘knowledge-knowhow-cash register’ – and vice versa
many academics in the human sciences that apply for research grants now are trying to make plausible that their
actual core interest and activity was and is “creative industry”, being the only designated economic ‘top sector’
which looks slightly familiar to them.
***
So academics are actually losing their jobs as a direct
consequence of the policy and practice of ‘valorisation’
and of ranking.42 Moreover would-be future academics
in an increasing number of ‘uneconomic’ branches are
confronted with blocked or non-existing career paths as
a consequence of ranking policies. Small wonder therefore that not all faculty members are enthusiastic about
ranking and assessments.
This lack of enthusiasm among the faculty is not unknown to university management given the fact that
quite a few authors have published advice on how to deal
with this ‘toxic’ problem.43 Tara Newman for instance
advises university managers to actively recruit “missionaries” and “cheerleaders” among the faculty who
can help management to solve the problem that “overwhelmingly, administrators are being faced with faculty
resistance to assessment efforts”:
“The overwhelming viewpoint of faculty is that accreditation – and therefore assessment – is other-imposed and not
meaningful to their work as instructors”.44

Newman explains to management that this lack of enthusiasm of the faculty is based on their lack of understanding:
“When there is a lack of understanding of assessment, faculty
members tend to feel imposed upon. Questions of academic
freedom arise. When the understanding is clear, however, an
intrinsic motivation begins to develop and higher levels of importance are placed upon the efforts”.45

Now the ‘trick’ is to convince the faculty that continuous assessment is just part of their profession and
to develop “a culture of evidence within an institution”.... “If administrators want faculty buy in, they
have to invite faculty to be engaged in the process – not
merely go through the motions to satisfy external requirement” – especially because in an “overall low-trust
environment” faculty will just be “playing the game”.46
In the end everything depends on making the faculty
understand that assessment is part of teaching and
management can do this by “promoting professional development” and creating “Faculty Learning Communities (FLC)”.47
Next to the creation of FLCs in order to ‘re-educate’
the faculty, the only problem university management has
left is to get their own ranking system – if they develop
one – accepted by other universities that have gone down
the same road. For good New Public managers that is no
problem because they simply presuppose that if the Gods
are not cooperative, you just can make them cooperate:
they all share a principled preference for the world as it
is described in their policy statistics. If you don’t like or
distrust the facts as a manager, you better fix them beforehand.
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